
Wholesale FAQ

Australia + International 
Do you have an Australian warehouse
We have an Australian warehouse which fulfils all of our Australian and 
International orders. We ship the same or next day depending on the time the 
order was received. 

Can I order online
Yes you can. Please click here to fill in the short form and request an account. 
https://thekisscowholesale.co.nz/pages/register 

Where are your products made
Our organic toys are made in a small factory in Sri Lanka
Our wooden toys are made in China
Our books are printed in Hong Kong
We use FSC timber for our wooden toys and print on FSC paper for our books. 
All of our toys adhere to NZ and AU safety standards. 

Can I see a catalogue 
Please take a look at our latest catalogue where you will see all wholesale and 
RRP pricing (Attached) 

What are your prices 
I have attached our price list for you. (Attached) 

What are your minimum quantities
We have very low minimum quantities as we understand a lot of stores would 
like to try a wider range before they commit to our extended range. Our 
minimum quantities for most products is 2. 

Can I be put onto an account
At this stage we don’t have account capabilities for stores outside of New 
Zealand. We hope we can change this in the near future. 

Do you offer exclusivity
We do consider exclusivity for stores in small towns, and we don’t offer our 
products to multiple stores which we believe are in competition with one 
another. We consider each case individually (Jo to check with Ami if we would 
offer any particular store that has requested this). 

Can you make the invoice in AUD
Sorry we’re not able to at this stage, but we are working on it! You can 
checkout in AUD so you can see all prices in AUD, but it will convert to NZD 

https://thekisscowholesale.co.nz/pages/register


upon payment. 

Will you send invoices 
An invoice is sent on fulfilment of your order. 

Can you send samples
We will consider sending samples in special circumstances (Jo to ask Ami)
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Where are your products made
Our organic toys are made in a small factory in Sri Lanka
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Our books are printed in Hong Kong
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What are your minimum quantities
We have very low minimum quantities as we understand a lot of stores would 
like to try a wider range before they commit to our extended range. Our 
minimum quantities for most products is 2. 

Can I be put onto an account
Yes you can. After 4 months of trading we are happy to consider putting you 
onto an account with payment on the 20th of the following month. 
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products to multiple stores which we believe are in competition with one 
another. We consider each case individually (Jo to check with Ami if we would 
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